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Abstract
Sartorial Semiotics: Constructs of Gender and Female Sexuality in Post
WWII American and European Cinema
By
Patricia Cabral
Advisor: Dr. Eugenia Paulicelli
Cinematic costume design functions as a system of visually-perceived, material and
indexical signifiers, an effective and compelling language further informed by styling and
embodiment. Sartorial semiotics support and inflect role characterization, while equally
underpinning or subverting tropes generated by ideological paradigms. The following
methodological approaches were adopted in scrutinizing this topic: Roland Barthes’ application
of semiotic theories to the domain of fashion in The Language of Fashion, and Laura Marks’
discussion of the dialectics of optical and haptic visualities in apprehending film images in The
Skin of Film: Intercultural Cinema, Embodiment, and the Senses.
By examining the costume designs of Edward Stevenson for Murder, My Sweet (1944),
Leah Rhodes for The Big Sleep (1946) and Key Largo (1948), and Yves Saint Laurent for Belle
de Jour (1967), constructs of gender and female sexuality surface within the context of two
eventful and transformative periods: the 1940s in the United States—as depicted in crime dramas
belonging to the film noir genre—, and the late 1960s in France—as epitomized by Buñuel’s
masterpiece of surrealist erotic cinema. Finally, this research addresses the collaborative
dynamics between costume/fashion designers and actresses, and the permeable borders between
cinematic costuming and mainstream fashion.
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Introduction
“Sartorial Semiotics: Constructs of Gender and Female Sexuality in Post WWII
American and European Cinema” probes the use of clothes and accessories created by costume
and fashion designers (specifically Edward Stevenson, Leah Rhodes, and Yves Saint Laurent) as
narrative/signifying devices in eliciting the aforestated themes. The focus of this thesis is the
depiction and communication of fluctuating tropes of femaleness/femininity within the context
of upgraded female agency during and after the war years in the United States, and the
subversion of premises regarding female sexuality and desires based on entrenched and
enfettering moral codes—contested during France’s transformational late 1960s—, as signified
through costumes and looks designed for women’s film roles. Fashion semiotics and semantics
are inscribed within a context of connotative interactivity comparable to that of words within
sentences, reacting as syntactic components wherein meaning is both intrinsic and extrinsic to
the actual signifier. Semiotic theories as applied to fashion conceived by Roland Barthes provide
an efficacious theoretical framework in approaching this analytical task. As the science of signs,
semiotics lays the groundwork for examining and deciphering sign systems constituting different
media, such as film and fashion, and cinematic genres, such as film noir or surrealist erotica.
Formulated by Barthes as a branch of linguistics, semiotics surpassed this sphere
allowing for the reading or interpretation of material culture and visual spectacle. Here the text or
language is costume design as embodied by those portraying roles; simply put, clothes in
conjunction with actors/actresses function as signifiers. Barthes distinguished between
paradigmatic elements (isolated items of clothing worn on specific body parts) and syntagmatic
elements (the layering and gathering of clothing elements to produce a complete look) in the
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“garment system”; both types will be touched on when discussing costumes.1 The notion of
binary oppositions in the form of antithetical signifiers can be applied to costuming, thus serving
to distinguish between genders, as well as assigned roles and attributes.
Acting as a potent, albeit not necessarily straightforward or literal signifier, fashion
participates in a complex system of construction and communication of meaning through the
assemblage and manipulation of sartorial materiality subject to intellectual and emotional
interpretations, as well as aesthetic and sensorial responses. Inhabited by a specific body, thereby
contingent on attendant embodiment, a garment is refashioned by the corporality, agency and
affect of the wearer. Hand in glove with costume, so to speak, the thespian’s singular
physiognomy, gesturality and movements consummate characterization. Nonetheless, either
intentional or inextricable, wardrobe design, fabrication and selection have transcended the
creation of movie characters by equally incorporating the messaging of ideology and tropes
permeating an historic moment, and underpinning the incumbent status quo. Art and dress
historian Anne Hollander recognized fashion’s power as “visual fiction,” part of “a creative
tradition of image-making” ascribed to figurative art.2 The iconic and diegetic properties of
clothing are verifiable in all film genres, regardless of the widely varying degrees of quality,
originality, customization or cost of costume designs. In any case, the “performative power of
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Roland Barthes, “Language and Clothing.” In The Language of Fashion (London, New
York: Bloomsbury, 2013): 20-28.
Roland Barthes, “‘Blue is in Fashion This Year,’: A Note on Research into Signifying
Units in Fashion Clothing.” In The Language of Fashion (London, New York: Bloomsbury,
2013): 37-50.
2. Anne Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes (New York: Avon, 1980): xv, xvi.
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fashion”3 may be channeled into polysemic expressions of time (an overall era, or periods
marked out by scenes, transitions, etc.), personal or national identity, social class and space,
levels of affluence or poverty, personality traits, gender roles, situational dynamics, economic
models, power politics, environments of varying climates or levels of development (urban,
suburban, provincial or rural), etc.
For the purposes of exploring gender constructs in the momentous 1940s, this research
will focus on the appearance and performance of two classic Hollywood actresses, Claire Trevor
(1910-2000) and Lauren Bacall (1924-2014) in three movies featuring archetypal female
characters of the film noir genre: the femme fatale based on hard-boiled crime fiction (Trevor as
Helen Grayle/Velma Valento in Murder, My Sweet), the redeemable fallen woman—a tempered
version of the prostitute with the heart of gold, more in keeping with the Hays Code—(Trevor as
Gaye Dawn in Key Largo), and a noir character termed by Eddie Muller—the American writer,
filmmaker, noir expert and historian, and Founder and President of the Film Noir Foundation—
“the sexy good girl”4 (Bacall as Vivian Sternwood Rutledge in The Big Sleep, and as Nora
Temple in Key Largo), seemingly independent and spunky, yet in compliance with patriarchal
conventions green-lighting the coded performance of female sexuality in the fictional field of
entertainment. Admittedly, this permission was in no way disinterested: it allowed for
commercially-sound piquant theatricality in the form of daring female coquetry and
witty double entendre conveniently paired with rugged phlegmatic masculinity, leading to more
______________________________________________________________________________
3. Eugenia Paulicelli, Italian Style. Fashion & Film from Early Cinema to the Digital Age
(London and New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016): Chapter 1.
4. Eddie Muller, Host of Noir Alley on Turner Classic Movies, commenting on the film This
Gun for Hire (1942), produced and released by Paramount Pictures and directed by Frank Tuttle
on October 20, 2019.
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spirited and balanced verbal exchanges. Folded into the last two archetypes, or existing on its
own, there is yet another character type defined by the American film scholar Janey Place as the
“nurturing woman,”5 which in the case of Key Largo was written into both the roles of Gaye
Dawn and Nora Temple.
The film studies scholar Ula Lukszo cautions us against downscaling the import of film
noir costume design by asserting that “very little attention has been paid to the semiotics of dress
in the noir film,”6 despite the prominent place costume design occupies in the construction of the
film noir aesthetic and atmosphere. Rather, Lukszo argues against the perception of noir fashion
that vacillates between its automatic identification as a typified sartorial manifestation, and its
tacit acceptance dismissive of its compelling visual messaging as an effective storytelling
instrument.7 Hence, challenging the simplistic appraisal of this quintessentially American
filmography as glamorized period-specific motion pictures parading elegant threads on
conventionalized bodies, particular attention is paid to the manner in which film noir looks and
clothing act as perceptible signifiers crucial to the development of storylines and roles, not
merely as disembodied creations marketed as must-have commodities for avid fashionistas.
Considering women’s costumes constitute the primary object of this study, quintessential filmnoir men’s apparel such as the ubiquitous fedora, drape-cut single- or double-breasted suit and
_____________________________________________________________________________
5. Janey Place, “Women in Film Noir.” In Women in Film Noir, ed. E. Ann Kaplan (London:
British Film Institute, 2000): 47-68.
6. Ula Lukszo, “Noir Fashion and Noir as Fashion.” In Fashion in Film, ed. Adrienne Munich
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011): 54.
7. Lukso, “Noir Fashion and Noir as Fashion,” 54, 55.
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trench coat are not assessed as such; some of these items are mentioned only in passing as they
relate to the wardrobe of female protagonists in contriving American notions of femaleness and
femininity through noir fashion.
In defiance of the containment and codification of female sexuality, Luis Buñuel’s 1967
film, Belle de Jour, reifies the subversive potential of fashion within a different epistemic realm,
one deconstructing social identities based on outward appearances, while skewering bourgeois
moral values through the unsettling device of ambiguity. Belle de Jour is the product and the
manifestation of tensions, those resulting from the serendipitous casting of Catherine Deneuve in
the emblematic role of Séverine Sérizy, and those inherent to the screenplay as adapted by JeanClaude Carrière and filmed by Buñuel. The matter-of-fact quality of this disconcerting balancing
act is carried off by the graceful and girlish, Hitcockian-inspired blond iciness of the female
protagonist as embodied by the Yves-Saint-Laurent-clad Deneuve—herself not a natural blond in
real life, adding yet another interesting layer to the spectacle of fashioning and refashioning of
the self—, and the whimsical transionality of scenes in which reality, dream and fantasy coexist
and overlap in consonance with Buñuel’s unorthodox style.
A first-hand account of experiences of embodiment as attested by the actual actresses is
for the most part no longer feasible, whereas an examination of the original garments testifying
to wear and alterations would require having access to these items, further contingent on their
survival as part of a private collection or curated archive. Consequently, instead of grappling
with notions of embodiment from an empirical viewpoint as discussed by Joanne Entwhistle in
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her book The Fashioned Body: Fashion, dress and modern social theory,8 this thesis resorts to
the dialectics of haptic and optical visuality as posited by the film scholar, Laura Marks, in The
Skin of the Film. Envisioning close physical proximity, haptic visuality latches onto concrete
elements, detecting the textures and surfaces of filmed materiality; conversely, optic visuality
entails a more distant perusal effecting a contextualized and spatialized interpretation of images
that distinguishes contours, configuration, depth, perspective, etc.9 Accordingly, meanings of
materiality mediated and informed by embodiment have been apprehended and scrutinized from
a spectator’s viewpoint, as delivered both concretely and conceptually by film directors,
cinematographers and lighting technicians conditioning spectatorship.
Marks sustains that “the tactile memory is encoded audiovisually,”10 enabling eyes to take
on a tactile function resulting in haptic visuality; visual recognition and recollections of
particular textures, surfaces, textiles, etc. trigger mental—as opposed to physical—tactile
discernment. A sort of hybrid sensitivity, haptic visuality is tied to the “multisensory quality of
perception, the involvement of all senses even in the audiovisual act of cinematic viewing.”11
_____________________________________________________________________________
8. Experiential embodiment has been equally addressed by Dr. Ellen Sampson in her doctoral
dissertation Worn: Footwear, Attachment and Affects of Wear (Bloomsbury Visual Arts:
London, 2020), where she explored this phenomenon via an unmediated auto-ethnographic
perspective consisting of both creating and wearing her own footwear, and recording the longterm effects of this practice.
9. Laura Marks, “The Memory of Touch.” In The Skin of Film: Intercultural Cinema,
Embodiment, and the Senses, (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000): 162, 163,
164, 165.
10. Marks, “The Memory of Touch,” 130.
11. Marks, “The Memory of Touch,”131.
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Marks’ assertion that “representation is inextricable from embodiment,”12 illustrates the cocreative process by which the clothed person/body animates and singularizes the garment. Marks
equally problematizes semiotic approaches deeming these “cannot take into account the
embodied nature of the cinematic viewing experience” as they privilege a detached ocularcentric
reading of images.13 In referencing the work of Vivian Sobchak—American cinema and media
theorist and cultural critic—, The Address of the Eye: A Phenomenology of Film Experience,
which “stresses the interactive character of film viewing,” Marks elucidates the notion of
“embodied spectatorship” coalescing senses and intellect.14 Nonetheless, semiotic techniques
need not be wholly conceptual, nor devoid of physical awareness. Embodied spectatorship can
work together with semiotics in achieving intersubjective enlightenment and incisive decoding.
All the same, deciphering cinematically-rendered images of materiality necessitates a threepronged strategy rallying haptic and optical visualities, alongside a semiotic analysis of cultural
signs and symbols, for in Marks’ own words: “Perception is already informed by culture, and
even illegible images are (cultural) perceptions, not raw sensations.”15
The significance of American costume design in film noir cinema, and beyond
The sartorial fashionableness of film noir movies produced in the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s
is indisputable; it is inherent to the visual grammar of this cinematic genre. Costume design is
woven into the semiotic fabric of film noir conveying or subverting identity, mood, social
______________________________________________________________________________
12. Marks, “The Memory of Touch,” 142.
13. Marks, “The Memory of Touch,” 145, 146.
14. Marks, “The Memory of Touch,” 149, 150, 151, 152.
15. Marks, “The Memory of Touch,” 145.
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dynamics, historic and political context, and gender constructs. Lukszo contends that later noirinspired productions classified as retro-noirs and neo-noirs have skewed this objective by
overplaying the importance of noir fashion staples to the point of hackneyed caricaturization vs.
meaningful role portrayal, a vacuous exercise in escapism by way of nostalgia wherein stylistics
represent the actual content and ultimate goal, thus failing to elicit or problematize societal issues
whether contemporary or historic.16 Moreover, the film and fashion scholar Drake Stutesman has
duly emphasized Hollywood costume design’s foundational mediation in the development of
American fashion and style, further tied to notions of gender roles and nationhood bolstered by
the escalating economic and military supremacy of the United States. Movie making sponsored
and fostered sartorial experimentation resulting in a fashion aesthetic transcending cinema, and
enabling the United States to challenge the longstanding vestiary hegemony wielded by France
in the Western Hemisphere going back to the 17th century. The costume designs of Clare West
(1889-1980) and Adrian (1903-1959) catapulted the American Look on a national and
international level, a style characterized by Stutesman as being “inventive, straightforward,
streamlined, practical, dynamic, pioneering and explosive.”17 American costume design
undermined French haute couture primacy as the supreme arbiter of elegance in the 1910s and
1920s. The influence of the above-mentioned costume designers spilled over into the read-towear retail business (i.e. the much copied “Letty Lynton gown” designed by Adrian and worn by
______________________________________________________________________________
16. Ula Lukszo, “Noir Fashion and Noir as Fashion.” In Fashion in Film, ed. Adrienne
Munich (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011): 66-77
17. Drake Stutesman. “Costume Design, or, What is Fashion in Film?” In Fashion in Film,
ed. Adrienne Munich (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011): 19.
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Joan Crawford in the eponymous film).18
In scrutinizing the sartorial specificities of certain garments by costume designers
Edward Stevenson and Leah Rhodes, created to enable and condition the interpretation of roles
by Trevor and Bacall, a necessary connection of co-creation enacted between the deviser and the
wearer of garments comes to light. Hence, an examination of the interplay between clothing
and facial/bodily gestures, as well as the content and delivery of speech will define these
elements as key building blocks in the construction of movie characters inscribed within a
contemporary historic moment.
Fashioning Trevor as the ultimate femme fatale in Murder, My Sweet
Directed by Edward Dmytryk, produced by Adrian Scott, and distributed by RKO,
Murder, My Sweet is the 1944 film version of the 1940 hard-boiled detective novel by Raymond
Chandler entitled Farewell, My Lovely. Philip Marlowe (played by Dick Powell) is first hired by
the slow-witted, violent and besotted ex-convict Moose Malloy (played by Mike Mazurki) to
track down his former girlfriend Velma Valento (the former identity of the character of Helen
Grayle played by Claire Trevor) whom he describes as being as “cute as lace pants,” a sartorial
metaphor aptly conveying her sway over male admirers based on her bewitching allure.
Subsequently, Marlowe is commissioned to accompany Lindsay Marriott (played by Douglas
Walton), a debonair fancy man, to recover a priceless Chinese jade necklace, a gift bestowed by
the frail, elderly and wealthy Leuwen Grayle (played by Miles Mander) to his second wife Helen
Grayle. These seemingly disparate storylines connect, yoked together by a series of
unscrupulous actions including larceny, bribery, perjury and imposture for personal profit.
______________________________________________________________________________
18. Stutesman. “Costume Design, or, What is Fashion in Film?” 30, 33, 34.
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Trevor excelled in roles requiring an extensive and opulent wardrobe in film noir movies
such as Murder, My Sweet (1944), Crack-Up (1946) and Born to Kill (1947), yet equally
flourished when taking on hapless characters sporting one single look such as Pat Regan in Raw
Deal (1948) and Gaye Dawn in Key Largo (1948). Dubbed the “Queen of Bs ”—owing to the
fact that Trevor appeared in numerous film noir movies originally produced as low-budget
companions to the main attraction in a double feature—, her snazzy and seductive bespoke
costume designs were by no means second rate, competing in inventiveness and craftsmanship
with those of her A-list counterparts. A lengthy two-column article entitled “It’s Murder, but
Gowns Are Sweet” published upon the release of Murder, My Sweet in the Hollywood Citizen
News, and authored by fashion correspondent Florabel Muir, detailing and reveling in Trevor’s
eye-catching accoutrements, attests to the impact Stevenson’s creations had at the time.19 The
costume designer for Murder, My Sweet, Edward Stevenson (1906-1968), collaborated on films
of great acclaim such as Citizen Kane (1941) and The Magnificent Ambersons (1942), both
directed by Orson Welles, and It’s a Wonderful Life (1946), directed by Frank Capra, as well as
three television sitcoms starring Lucille Ball: I Love Lucy, The Lucy Show and Here’s Lucy.20
In the role of Helen Grayle/Velma Valento, Trevor’s glamorous persona epitomizes the
phenomenon of “to-be-looked-at-ness,” as defined by British writer, filmmaker and feminist
cultural theorist Laura Mulvey, whereby the female figure “coded for strong visual and erotic
impact,” or styled and appareled to attract and elicit desire from male eyes, punctuates the film
______________________________________________________________________________
19. Lukszo, “Noir Fashion and Noir as Fashion,” 65.
20. W. Robert La Vine. In a Glamorous Fashion: The Fabulous Years of Hollywood Costume
Design (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1980): 60, 61, 62.
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narrative.21 The active gazing male is exempt from the discomfort or stress of objectification, or
the socially unacceptable temptations of homoeroticism, while safeguarding his position of
dominance even in times or situations of sapped masculinity. Regardless of gender, the
spectator’s gaze is guided, or at least informed by this point of view: we see Helen mainly
through Marlowe. Thereupon, Mulvey sustains that the active male character represents “the ego
ideal [according to Freudian theory] of the identification process,”22 the glorified sanctioned
being to which all—regardless of gender—should aspire, contrasting with the psychic and moral
imperfections of the female sex. Helen/Velma is a hardened opportunist toying with the
inadequacies of her credulous male entourage. Throughout the movie, male characters are duped,
exploited, and hurt both physically and emotionally by this crafty femme fatale whose weapon of
choice is a fetching well-groomed physique enveloped in splendid duds. Impeccably made-up,
this character’s crowning glory consolidates her deadly allure: an abundant and luminous blond
mane—a dye job as the original Velma was a redhead—arranged in various 1940s hairstyles.
Her predilection for glittering jewelry adds to her scintillating aura.
As Helen first appears (Figs. 1, 2), the camera reveals her as a viewable assemblage of
sexualized female synecdoches: ensconced in a curvilinear Louis XV style armchair—female
curves contained within and echoed by those of the seat’s rococo frame—, her femaleness is
fragmented into desirable physical assets such as profuse blondness shaped into a pompadour
______________________________________________________________________________
21. Laura Mulvey. “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.” In Film Theory and Criticism:
Introductory Readings, eds. Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1999): 837.
James Naremore. More Than Night: Film Noir in Its Context (Berkeley: University of
California, 1998), 197.
22. Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 838.
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Fig. 1: A first view of Helen Grayle from the side, seated in a Louis XV style armchair with her head
turned towards the camera. Dmytryk, Edward, director. 1944. Murder, My Sweet. RKO Pictures. Murder,
My Sweet (1944): Photo Gallery-IMDb, no. 32, accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0037101/mediaviewer/rm2210344192/

hairstyle with wavy curled bangs, shapely arms and legs, and feet shod in high double-ankle–
strap, chunky-heeled shoes with peep toes in a mottled leather (possibly snakeskin), flaunting in
unison 1940s stylish sexiness. The imposing Beaux-Arts fireplace in the background serves as an
architectural metaphor for Helen’s fiery libido, momentarily shrouded in a disdainful aloofness,
as she nonchalantly sips her cocktail while machinating away. Helen sports a very modern, racy
white dress showcasing her figure, as well as the expert craftsmanship of Stevenson, striking a
balance between sophisticated design and come-hither exhibitionism. Here the choice of white
runs counter to its traditional interpretation as a symbol of purity and innocence; instead, it may
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Fig. 2: Relaxed and utterly provocative, Helen Grayle’s appearance and demeanor contrast with that of
Leuwen Grayle and Philip Marlowe in buttoned-down, loose-fitting drape-cut suits, and her stepdaughter,
Ann Grayle, in a chic, yet prim and proper belted jacket and skirt ensemble, a pillbox hat and sporty twotone pumps. Dmytryk, Edward, director. 1944. Murder My Sweet. RKO Pictures. Miles Mander - Rotten
Tomatoes, accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/celebrity/miles_mander

be read as the reflective whiteness of blinding deceit. Preceding by two years the provocative
white outfits (a midriff top and shorts ensemble, and a dress with a large, low keyhole neckline)
created by Irene (Lentz) for Lana Turner’s role as the devious temptress Cora Smith in The
Postman Always Rings Twice (1946), this first costume consisted of a tie-front bodice fittingly
adorned by a single white gardenia—a flower known for its heady pungent fragrance—featuring
a plunging Queen Anne neckline, a bare midriff, and a slightly flared, front-opening skirt
revealing Trevor’s thighs when seated. White flowers perched on the right side of her head,
along with a wide bracelet, ring(s) and earrings complete this brazen look reminiscent of the
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revealingness of 1930s evening wear.
Helen/Velma exudes sexuality, self-objectifying herself in the pursuit of personal
gain and pleasure: she remains a visual spectacle of conspicuous consumption, a flashy
showgirl in spite of her advantageous marriage endowing her with a leisurely and
indulgent lifestyle. Her defiant and disapproving stepdaughter, Ann Grayle (played by Anne
Shirley) disdainfully categorizes her as one of those “big league blondes… Beautiful expensive
babes who know what they’ve got. All bubble bath and dewy morning and moonlight… and
inside blue steel, cold.” Helen’s appeal as a supreme seductress is ratified by the glitzy costumes
(some with sharp geometric embellishments contrasting with her shapely contours) in ensuing
scenes: a long black sequin dress with an illusion neckline and long sheer sleeves with sequined
chevron motifs, bedecked with diamond jewelry in the form of earrings, a bird-shaped brooch,
star-shaped hair adornments (Fig. 3); a slinky nightgown with rhinestone straps expediently
wrapped in an oversized trench coat—symbolic of film noir maleness—, and later replaced by a
matching robe with a customized embroidered initial reaffirming her assumed identity; and in the
final scene, a v-neck top featuring wide black stripes alternating with glittering raised narrow
bands, and a long black skirt (Fig. 4). The dynamics of physical-sartorial indexicality are always
at play: Helen’s persona is set off by the predictable conservative suits of the male cast, and the
demure elegance of Ann: her costumes are instruments of power, vehicles of empowerment.
As her pitiful husband declares, Helen is “beautiful and desirable,” a covetable, highmaintenance trophy wife he likes to pretend he has not bought. In truth, Leuwen Grayle
continues paying for her monetarily and emotionally. He prizes his wife as much as his stolen
Chinese jade necklace, both emblematic of a seductive otherness deflecting and assuaging his
malaise and discontent. Functioning as the incarnation of the Freudian phallic woman, Helen
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Fig. 3: Having lured Philip Marlowe to a tropical Asian-themed nightclub, Helen disappears alleging she
needs “to powder her nose.” Dmytryk, Edward, director. 1944. Murder My Sweet. RKO Pictures,
accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.flickr.com/photos/56590546@N03/7784037434

Grayle likewise offsets her spouse’s aged and ebbing virility. Nonetheless, having once advanced
self-serving schemes and concealed criminal actions, Helen’s glamorous appearance and
clothing fail to shield her from a violent demise for an exquisite exterior does not necessarily
ward off the risks of a flawed interior as per a sanctimonious and misogynist status quo.
Sartorial tropes abound in this film, signaling clothing as an ubiquitous and axiomatic
reference, and confirming its relevance in both the visual and linguistic domains. Upon
discovering Marriott’s bludgeoned doubled-over body, Marlowe remarks the victim resembles “a
bag of old clothes” having lost his former embodied dapperness in death. More particularly, the
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Fig. 4: Helen Grayle holding a gun in the final scenes. Dmytryk, Edward, director.
1944. Murder My Sweet. RKO Pictures, accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.pinterest.com/billyarbor/murder-my-sweet/

costume choices in Murder, My Sweet visually reinforce the gender binary by reserving a
particular item of clothing for men: pants are not just a manly hallmark, they are maleempowering talismanic gear. Unlike Bacall’s character in The Big Sleep, Trevor never wears
pants in the role of Helen Grayle. Acting as a gender-specific garment, its absence or
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diminishment threatens masculine agency. After being beaten and drugged, Marlowe struggles to
muster the necessary strength to escape his captivity by telling himself “now let’s see you do
something really tough like putting on your pants.” When addressing the gullible Moose Malloy
who has been tricked by the villainous Jules Amthor (played by Otto Kruger), Marlowe says “He
was kidding the pants off of you, son.” Ergo, at least from Marlowe’s perspective, keeping his
pants on is tantamount to preserving his manhood, as well as his life.
Costuming to effect sexual agency within fiction: Bacall in The Big Sleep
A torrent of twists and turns, the convoluted scenario of The Big Sleep based on the
same-titled crime novel by Raymond Chandler keeps viewers guessing, while providing a
tantalizing and stylized platform for those eager to discover the charismatic newly-wed couple
formed by a wry middle-aged Humphrey Bogart, and a coltish, sleek and youthful Lauren Bacall.
This film was directed by Howard Hawks, and distributed by Warner Brothers in 1946.
Commissioned by General Sternwood (played by Charles Waldron), a seasoned no-nonsense
private detective, Philip Marlowe (played by Bogart), endeavors to unravel and contain the
reckless shenanigans of the General’s youngest daughter, Carmen Sternwood (played by Martha
Vickers), who is more of a fille fatale than a femme fatale given her self-destructive immaturity
seeking to dispel her existential ennui by means of hedonistic pursuits making her the target of
blackmail. Marlowe is ably assisted by the General’s elder daughter, the level-headed divorcée
Vivian Sternwood Rutledge (played by Bacall). Typical of plots woven by Chandler (as was the
case for Farewell, My Lovely), a second storyline emerges involving Marlowe investigating the
whereabouts of Sean Regan, a protégé of the General.
The fashions featured in The Big Sleep were devised by Leah Rhodes (1902-1986) who
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began working at Warner Brothers as chief assistant to Orry-Kelly, the legendary costume
designer who dressed Bette Davis for many of her memorable roles. Rhodes set a high
benchmark for what became Bacall’s enduring signature look.23 The tailored style assumed by
Bacall reflects that of Bogart, yet is further spiffed up by sparkling fabrics, tasteful frills, and
scintillating accessories. Magnetic emotional and physical attraction between Marlowe and
Sternwood Rutledge (made even more credible by the real life Bogart/Bacall relationship in the
early stages of intense passion), as well as captivating evenly-matched interactions, are
underscored by sartorial compatibility. Vivian’s determination to safeguard the reputation of her
family does not obviate her sexuality: she is an experienced woman with definite tastes and
tactics, asserted through words, gestures, motions and clothes. To the outside viewer (or at least
to this outside viewer), Bacall effectuates kinesthetic harmony by gracefully and cogently
manipulating her clothed body. Body and dress converge to connote the inner self of a fictional
character as modeled by two distinct professionals working in conjunction: the costume designer
Leah Rhodes and the actress Lauren Bacall, who confer “fictional agency” to the character of
Vivian contending with the dysfunctional follies of her sister, while being protective of her
aging father. Albeit specifically coined to discuss Bacall’s role in The Big Sleep, the term
“fictional agency” could arguably apply to any other character of any gender or psychological
makeup exerting his/her will or securing his/her survival within structural strictures imposed by
society, government or any other form of established order.
Although Rhodes designed a diversified wardrobe for Bacall’s character, in the interest of
stressing the sartorial compatibility of the Bogart-Bacall duo, and the “fictional agency”
______________________________________________________________________________
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conferred to the female character of Vivian Sternwood Rutledge, this study zooms in on those
costumes defined by linear, tailored and square-shouldered silhouettes shaped by shoulder pads
and wide sleeves (two fads harking back to 1935), slim-hipped skirts or ample pants embraced
by Bacall—as well as other major movie stars such as Katherine Hepburn, Marlene Dietrich and
Carole Lombard—throughout the 1940s.24 Padded angular shoulders are omnipresent, ranging
from rectilinear jackets to flowing dresses, connotative of Vivian’s readiness to shore up life’s
burdens.
Unruffled by the intimate nature of the space, Vivian summons Marlowe to her
commodious lavishly-appointed bedroom, following the detective’s confidential conversation
with the ailing General in the stifling greenhouse. While he is sweaty and jacketless, she is
freshly attired in a roomy lounging pajama consisting of a light-colored jacket featuring a Peter
Pan collar and vertical darts on either side of the central button band flanked by vents below the
waistline, a black long-sleeved top, black wide-leg trousers and comfortable black loafers, all of
which allow for unobstructed bodily motions and agile mobility (Figs. 5, 6, 7). Having gained
traction in the 1930s as a relaxed though elegant outfit, pajamas remained popular in the 1940s.25
Wary and combative, Vivian interrogates Marlowe on the mission entrusted to him by her
infirm wheelchair-confined father, adamant about ensuring his professionalism and reliability on
behalf of the General. When he flippantly reproaches her with not having offered him a drink,
she fires back heedless of befitting social graces: “Help yourself!” Marlowe counteracts verbally
refusing to disclose the requested information, and gruffly stonewalls her inquiries to which she
______________________________________________________________________________
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Figs. 5, 6 and 7: A comfortably-clad Bacall as Sternwood Rutledge displaying unimpeded youthful
sprightliness and firm self-assertiveness. Hawks, Howard, director. 1946. The Big Sleep. Warner Bros.
Kimberly Truhler, “Cinema Style--Bogart and Bacall Bring on the Heat in 1946’s THE BIG SLEEP,”
GlamAmor (September 12, 2012), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2012/09/cinema-style-file-bogart-and-bacall.html
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reacts by saying: “You don’t have to play poker with me.” Despite not having won the first
round, she personifies undaunted self-possessed nimbleness, both physical and mental, the latter
displayed by a knack for verbal sparring and trenchant repartee, wherein a sharp tongue works in
tandem with sharp dressing.
Branded by her disillusioned father as “exacting, smart and ruthless,” Vivian reveals
herself as a risk-taker partaking of casino gambling, and an astute strategist in no way devoid of
emotions. Initially distrustful of Marlowe, she eventually partners with him in his investigative
endeavors. Vivian is ostensibly all business when visiting Marlowe’s office: she wears a black
beret raffishly atop her smoothly coiffed medium-length head of hair, and a suit of two-toned
houndstooth-patterned wool comprised of a jacket with shoulder pads and wide notch lapels
whose contours mirror those of Marlowe’s jacket, a black sweater top and a straight skirt; she
carries a black box purse and matching gloves. Forgoing undue frippery, jewelry is substantial in
size, yet minimal in number: a ring and a chain bracelet (Figs. 8, 9). Apologetic about the illmannered and confrontational tenor of their first encounter, Vivian reprises prying into the task
commissioned by her father, while soliciting Marlowe’s aid in handling a second case of
extortion involving her sister Carmen. Brazenly seated on the top of Marlowe’s desk, she
welcomes his wooing without giving ground.
As her attraction towards Marlowe progresses, Vivian confidently engages in sexual
innuendo equipped with a sophisticated wardrobe eschewing eye-popping décolletage; instead of
exposing herself, she adroitly imposes herself as an active subject, not a passive object. Case in
point, the restaurant scene where she seeks to pay off Marlowe in an effort to dissuade him from
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Figs. 8 and 9: Enveloped in a power suit, Vivian actively pursues her problem-solving objectives by
partnering with Marlowe. Hawks, Howard, director. 1946. The Big Sleep. Warner Bros. Style in Film:
Kimberly Truhler, “Cinema Style--Bogart and Bacall Bring on the Heat in 1946’s THE BIG SLEEP,”
GlamAmor (September 12, 2012), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2012/09/cinema-style-file-bogart-and-bacall.html
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pursuing the investigation: Bacall’s alluring sylphlike figure is gracefully sheathed in a fitted
lamé evening jacket over a black dress accessorized with a fox fur stole and black peep-toe shoes
(Fig. 10). Emboldened by her tony armor, Vivian questions Marlowe’s hesitance and wittily
resorts to horse racing as a veiled and titillating analogy, baiting Marlowe by alluding to her
techniques of seduction, and setting up a flirty interplay between equals. Eventually making his
move in a subsequent scene after rescuing Vivian from being robbed of her gambling winnings,

Fig. 10: Complicity and saucy wordplay further consolidate the relationship between Vivian Sternwood
Rutledge and Philip Marlowe. Vivian stands out in a tailored lamé evening jacket over a black dress.
Hawks, Howard, director. 1946. The Big Sleep. Warner Bros. Classiq. “Style in Film: Bacall and Bogart
in The Big Sleep.”April 8, 2014, accessed March 27, 2021,
http://classiq.me/style-in-film-bacall-and-bogart-in-the-big-sleep
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Marlowe is met with the tongue-in-cheek enthusiasm of an uninhibited woman whose agency
has proven effective and fulfilling as she requests another kiss: “I like that. I’d like more.”
In the case of Bacall as styled by Rhodes for The Big Sleep, and thereafter for Key Largo,
female agency is implicitly tied to a spare, tailored and spruce look, unshackled from weighty
extravagance. Much later in real life, Bacall herself became a fervent admirer and consumer of
Yves Saint Laurent’s designs, more specifically, his acclaimed tuxedo creations incorporating
jackets and pants into women’s formalwear.
Characterization by means of a single look: Trevor and Bacall in Key Largo
Key Largo (1948) directed by John Huston, and based on the eponymous original 1939
play by Maxwell Anderson, brought together Trevor and Bacall as contrasting, yet congenial
female archetypes playing opposite a formidable cast of veteran actors including Humphrey
Bogart, Edward G. Robinson and Lionel Barrymore. The film begins with army veteran Frank
McCloud (played by Humphrey Bogart) arriving at the fictional Largo Hotel on the island of
Key Largo to visit the father and widow of his fallen fellow combatant George Temple. He
receives a warm greeting from James and Nora Temple (played by Lionel Barrymore and Lauren
Bacall), both eager to hear about the exploits of their brave and beloved George. Initially
unbeknownst to the idealistic and law-abiding Temples, the guests staying at their hotel happen
to be gangsters led by the nefarious psychopath Johnny Rocco (played by Edward G. Robinson)
who has in tow his debased alcoholic girlfriend, the once talented and attractive Gaye Dawn
(played by Claire Trevor who won the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress for this
role). Rocco has illegally entered the United States to conclude a shady business deal with his
partner Ziggy (played by Marc Lawrence), and intends on sailing back to Cuba where he has
been living in exile. The costume designer is once again Leah Rhodes.
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Upon further reflection, Trevor and Bacall represent two sides of the same coin whose
divergent life journeys are not merely the result of differing personalities, but equally the
outcome of chance. Both started out as women in search of direction and stability in the form of
male companions: a sultry chanteuse, Gaye Dawn became entangled with a ruthless gangster,
while Nora, a lonely drifter, fell in love and married George who gave her roots and a home
before being killed fighting alongside McCloud in World War II. Unlike most film noir movies
that take place within urban or suburban environments, Key Largo takes place on the tropical
island of Key Largo (although only the initial exterior shots were actually filmed in the Florida
Keys) as fittingly indicated by its title. Despite the sunny setting, the characteristic film noir
semi-darkness is contrived by the ominous onset of a hurricane.
The fact that both actresses wear a single look all throughout the film—if not the same
garments, as there is a strong possibility that copies of the same dress worn by Trevor, or the
same shirt and skirt ensemble worn by Bacall may have been made and donned throughout the
filming process—attests to a prolonged experience of embodiment potentially favoring a more
infixed form of characterization. One look defines the evolution and manifestation of these
characters, becoming second nature to these roles. Trevor is not simply wearing a dress; she
becomes the dress inasmuch as it is one of the prime signifying elements of the cinematic version
of Gaye Dawn, Rocco’s maltreated moll, a woman perceived as past her prime on the verge of
being jilted and forsaken. Likewise, as had been the case for The Big Sleep, Bacall delivers a
performance informed by costuming: she exhibits a crisp, pared-down and casual appearance
indicative of steadfast loyalty to the memory of her husband and the high principles of her fatherin-law who suffers from a mobility impairment as evidenced by his use of a wheelchair (this
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was also the case of General Sternwood in The Big Sleep), and imbued with a sense of
purposefulness developed while living and working alongside the latter. After playing a dutiful
and solicitous daughter in The Big Sleep, Bacall plays a similar role as James Temple’s daughterin-law, the motive of her feistiness pivoting from personal agency to honor and self-preservation.
Having exhausted her sexual capital in so far as Rocco is concerned, Gaye Dawn is left
doubly dependent: financially and emotionally on a contemptuous lover, physically and
psychologically on alcohol. By keeping up a soigné appearance, she attempts to dissemble her
brittle vulnerability (Fig. 11): her glamorously made-up face (thick eyelashes and deeply-colored
sharply-outlined lips) is framed by a short full hairstyle consisting of soft curls, and her
manicured hands exhibit brightly varnished nails. Trevor’s petite frame is encased in a dainty
dress embedded with stylistic elements revelatory of wilted elegance and dashed hopes: sleeves
with pleated insets and black lace trim on a surplice bodice attached to a pleated skirt, a complex
sartorial construction evoking a traditional quaint refinement contrasting with the more current
informal simplicity of Bacall’s ensemble. Laden with eclectic fine or costume jewelry (probably
a high-and-low medley à la Coco Chanel)—a five-strand bicolor pearl necklace, a four-strand
pearl bracelet, and diamond or rhinestone earrings and large brooch —, Gaye Dawn seemingly
carries her remaining assets as if sensing her imminent abandonment and destitution.
Tentative and awkward, though still flirtatious, Gaye Dawn’s bodily motions proclaim
personal insecurity and varying degrees of inebriated torpor, sugarcoated and contained by
ladylike pretenses. In Gaye’s ornate frock, Trevor no longer commands the subjugating
“to-be-looked-at-ness” of her prior role as Helen Grayle in Murder, My Sweet; rooted in
femaleness/femininity constructs upheld by heteropatriarchy, ageist prejudice undermines her
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Fig. 11: Dramatic chiaroscuro shot of a bejeweled Trevor in the role of Gaye Dawn.
Huston, John, director. 1948. Key Largo. Warner Bros. Amazon.com: Key Largo Claire Trevor, accessed
March 27, 2021,
https://www.amazon.com/Largo-Claire-Trevor-Photo-Print/dp/B07H5H2S6X
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desirability as she is a woman nearing her forties. At worst, she procures Johnny Rocco’s wicked
derision; at best, she educes the chivalrous pity of Frank McCloud who courageously
contravenes the orders of the former by serving her a much-needed drink. However, Gaye’s
apparent flightiness belies an inherently good-hearted person capable of expressing her gratitude
towards McCloud by supplying him with a gun surreptitiously snatched away from her predatory
lover through a dexterous maneuver. This becomes her triumphant and self-vindicating
moment of fictional agency, a deliberate shifting of loyalty. From this point on, Gaye Dawn
severs her codependent relationship with Rocco, later openly promulgating her resolve by
cooperating with the police and promising to testify against her erstwhile lover.
Unencumbered by the threat of precariousness or abasement, Nora Temple need not
gussy herself up in search of validation: she sports a pristine white long-sleeved shirt, a black
leather belt, an ample gathered skirt, and espadrilles.26 She wears delicate sentimental jewelry,
not flashy baubles, including a vintage-style silver necklace made up of a series of linked hearts
edged with lace-like filigree, a silver bracelet watch and wedding ring. Her long hair descending
in soft waves is loosely gathered in a half up, half down hairstyle, and presents a seemingly
natural appearance when compared to Gaye Dawn’s salon-style do. When standing alongside
Bogart (Fig. 12), Bacall mirrors his look with the exception of the trousers, the clichéd attribute
of masculinity. While Gaye Dawn’s inset sleeve pleats are merely decorative, Nora’s deep inset
skirt pockets are utilitarian devices comparable to those found in men’s trousers as evidenced
______________________________________________________________________________
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Fig. 12: Standing on the pier, Bogart and Bacall in a casual hands-in-pockets pose.
Hawks, Howard, director. 1946. The Big Sleep. Warner Bros. Pure Entertainment Preservation Society,
accessed March 27, 2021,
https://pureentertainmentpreservationsociety.wordpress.com/2019/11/22/film-fashion-friday-21-laurenbacalls-casual-tropics-ensemble-in-key-largo-from-1948-bacalls-simple-beauty-for-the-third-annuallauren-bacall-blogathon/
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by Bogart and Bacall’s hands-in-pockets pose in the aforesaid image. In her article “Pocketing
the Difference: Gender and Pockets in Nineteenth-Century Britain,” Barbara Burman observes
that pockets allow for the convenient storage and ready availability of possessions/tools
empowering female agency in both interior/domestic and exterior economies as they represent
“one of the few permissible breaches of the clothed space between the private body and the
public world,” while promoting a “unified body experience” lessening the gender gap as it
pertains to the practices and embodiment of clad bodies.27 Moreover, long proscribed by canons
of decorum, the habit or portrayal of pocketed female hands is overtly flouted.28
Anew, Rhodes resorts to sartorial compatibility between Bogart and Bacall in evincing
reciprocal attraction, and fictional agency, or at least the potential for reactiveness on the part of
the female protagonist. Even so, this sartorial turning point did not originate within a visual or
material vacuum: innovative fashion designer Claire McCardell (1905-1958) had been creating
simplified designs for women since the mid 1930s inspired by the relaxed wearability and
unimpaired mobility afforded by male apparel, an inclination rooted in American pragmatism.
Not only did Bacall model McCardell’s creations prior to becoming a movie star, she equally
came to personify McCardell’s version of the new American Look. Deep pockets graced
pantsuits, as well as the famous 1942 Popover dress designed by McCardell (Fig. 13);
interestingly enough, the latter’s surplice bodice compares to that of Gaye Dawn’s dress,
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Fig. 13: Claire McCardell’s 1942 Popover dress complete with red oven mitt manufactured by Townley
Frocks, part of the collection of the Costume Institute at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Accession Number: C.l.45.71.2a.b. © 2000-2021 The Metropolitan Museum of Art. All rights reserved,
accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/84029
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demonstrating how innovative clothing elements are either grounded in, or percolate into more
traditional designs. The prominent American designer, Anna Sui, has credited McCardell with
having modernized the way women dress.29
Lauren Bacall’s character as underscored through costume design proves nonetheless
problematic. To 21st–century eyes, this ensemble may seem banal and straightforward; yet when
historically contextualized, this look represents a transformative hybridized aesthetic: the
merging of sensible American style bolstered by wartime female agency with the purportedly
novel silhouette enacted through Dior’s New Look eliciting overriding international fascination
following enforced austerity during World War II.
Credited with furnishing Bette Davis with her first New Look wardrobe for her portrayal
of women’s magazine editor Linda Gilman in the 1948 comedy June Bride,30 American costume
designer Edith Head edited this sartorial trend by flattening contours to suit Davis’ body type and
screenplay requirements. Although not identical, Bacall and Davis’ costumes as illustrated in
figures 12 and 14 bear pronounced formal similarities, including the commanding hands-inpocket pose. Head’s tentative appropriation of this widely emulated fad could be construed as an
attempt to salvage fledgling female agency in a retrogressive postwar era wherein women were
outright banished from or eased out of industrial and military jobs, as well as a reticence towards
entirely forsaking the modernist, masculinizing, and powerful contours promoted by influential
costume designers such as Adrian. Regardless of this subtle pushback, the message is clear:
______________________________________________________________________________
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Fig. 14: Dior’s New Look interpreted by renowned costume designer Edith Head for Bette Davis in the
film June Bride (1948). Clearly the Edith Head version features a flatter and more linear silhouette vs. the
more curvaceous one proposed by Dior stressing steeper volume variations, not to mention ladylike, outof-pocket gloved hands. Maureen Turim, “Designing Women: The Emergence of the New Sweetheart
Line.” In Fabrications: Costume and the Female Body, eds. Jane Gaines and Charlotte Herzog (New
York and London: Routledge, 1990): 219.
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Davis’ character is an unmarried professional woman enticing a former beau with her girlish
wasp waist. In short, the significance of a female American costume designer adapting the lines
of a model created by a male French couturier cannot be overstated, let alone ignored. Coco
Chanel’s acerbic reaction to Dior’s New Look (Fig. 15) speaks volumes of dystopian gender
constructs: “Look how ridiculous these women are, wearing clothes by a man who doesn’t know
women, never had one, and dreams of being one… Dior doesn’t dress women. He upholsters
them.”31
In view of Bacall’s exceptional body type and metabolism—non-representative of the
average woman—, her character as underscored through costume design is emblematic of a
deeply discordant juncture in the trajectory of femaleness and femininity as defined and
conceived by Western heteronormative patriarchy: the abrupt and jagged switch from expedient
self-sufficiency both professional and psychological, to a relegated position of dependency and
subordination entailing the obligation of buttressing and nurturing a war-weary masculinity
intent on reclaiming its ascendancy in both the public and private spheres, comfortably settling
back into a pre-war lifestyle oblivious of wartime changes. In spite of its apparent unfussy
functionality, this preppy ensemble heralds the impending constraints on women’s roles as these
devolved in the 1950s. The New Look hourglass figure required maintaining a svelte waistline,
an endeavor at odds with procreation, and the rather alienating (and undervalued) daily routine of
a fulltime housewife. Indeed, these apparently trivial contradictions exceeded concerns of
______________________________________________________________________________
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Fig. 15: Jacket and skirt ensemble emblematic of Christian Dior’s 1947 New Look. Laird BorrelliPersson, “Christian Dior’s Most Famous Silhouettes in Vogue.” In Vogue September 29, 2016, accessed
March 27, 2021,
https://www.vogue.com/article/christian-dior-archival-looks
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outward appearance, severely reversing wartime gains (i.e. paid employment beyond the bounds
of domesticity) and thwarting overall female agency. The popular and protracted emulation of
this dernier cri merchandized as postwar “refeminization”—effectively propelled by a reignited
consumer economy and textile industry—abetted an anti-feminist backlash. The baby boom
generation was born of women yet again relegated to the private sphere—despite having
developed marketable skills—grappling with performing lackluster and unsung household tasks
and being the main caregivers within family units, while striving towards an unsustainable
feminine ideal of beauty suiting hegemonic masculinity reasserted after World War II. In short,
gender dialectics played out in the imposition/adoption of co-opted fashion trends.
Partnering persona and fashion in Belle de Jour: the role of Séverine Sérizy: performed by
Deneuve and styled by Saint Laurent
The choice of casting Deneuve in the role of Séverine Sérizy was imposed on Buñuel by
the producers of Belle de Jour, the brothers Robert and Raymond Hakim; Deneuve equally
exerted her own clout as the then lover of filmmaker and film critic François Truffaut.32 Though
impressed by Deneuve’s beauty, Buñuel was initially skeptical, and his characteristic gruff and
distant demeanor was less than conciliatory.33 Deneuve herself complained: “I felt they showed
more of me than they’d said they were going to. There were moments when I felt totally used. I
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was very unhappy.”34 Buñuel derided her prudery on set and complained about her having her
hairdresser bind her breasts with a taffeta band in order to assure they would not show during a
scene in which she takes off her stockings as peremptorily demanded by Marcel (played by
Pierre Clémenti).35 In spite of these issues, the late film critic Roger Ebert proclaimed that Belle
de Jour was “possibly the best-known erotic film of modern times, perhaps the best.”36
Ultimately, behind-the-scenes tensions between the director and the protagonist procured
a felicitous imprint on the actual final product, bearing comparison with the fraught relationship
between Kim Novak and Alfred Hitchcock during the filming of Vertigo in 1958.37 Deneuve’s
sense of modesty, specifically her reluctance to overly expose her body, convincingly translated
the affect of Séverine’s enigmatic, elusive and conflicted personality. Belle de Jour would
become Buñuel’s most commercially successful film. Unfortunately, and despite the enduring
critical praise garnered by Vertigo and Belle de Jour, both Novak and Deneuve’s experiences are
problematic as instances of female subordinates being subjected to the pervasive toxic, or at least
oppressive, masculinity of their superiors. The triumph resulting from the fruitful collaboration
between Buñuel and Deneuve would eventually smooth out the wrinkles of their once uneasy
relationship. Four years later, in 1970, they reteamed to film Tristana based on the novel with the
same title by the Spanish 19th–century novelist Benito Pérez Galdós.
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In Belle de Jour, the wardrobe of the protagonist prevails as the most impactful signifier;
the sartorial style of secondary characters serves to either offset or complement that of the main
character. Séverine is the foremost action catalyst of the film narrative, granted within the
confines of an insecure and conflicted personality. Accordingly, the wardrobe designed by Yves
Saint Laurent for Deneuve is the main subject of discussion, as opposed to the clothing created
by the costume designer Hélène Nourry for the rest of the cast. 1965 marked the first time a
twenty-two-year-old Catherine Deneuve wore a creation by Saint Laurent on the occasion of a
ceremony to meet Queen Elizabeth II (Fig. 16): a long white crêpe de chine dress with pink red
embroidery. Her husband at the time, the avant-garde British photographer David Bailey (who
served as inspiration for the photographer character played by David Hemmings in Michelangelo
Antonioni’s 1966 mystery thriller film Blow-Up) suggested she choose this up-and-coming
designer who had previously worked for Christian Dior. Later on, Deneuve convinced Buñuel to
commission Saint Laurent to design her costumes for the role of Séverine Sérizy in Belle de
Jour.38 The Deneuve/Saint Laurent association would prove to be as successful and enduring as
that previously established between Audrey Hepburn and Hubert de Givenchy. Belle de Jour was
not Saint Laurent’s first foray into filmic costume design; his fashions had been worn by Claudia
Cardinale in The Pink Panther (1963), Leslie Caron in A Very Special Favor (1965), Jean Seberg
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Fig. 16: From left to right, actresses Julie Christie, Ursula Andress and Catherine Deneuve at the gala
hosted by Queen Elizabeth II, March 14, 1966. Deneuve is wearing the first gown designed for her by
Yves Saint Laurent, accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.pinterest.at/pin/478296422925308134/

in Moment to Moment (1965) and Sophia Loren in Arabesque (1966). Nonetheless, his designs
for Deneuve in Belle de Jour were highly influential as they reignited an interest in couture that
had been undermined by the rise of ready-to-wear, and comments by influential stars such as
Brigitte Bardot who proclaimed that “haute couture is for grannies.”39 Saint Laurent provided
the sort of elegant, yet practical and wearable clothing in the 1950s and 1960s that Coco Chanel
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had previously designed in the 1920s,40 while launching his high-end ready-to-wear collection
Rive Gauche in 1966.
Deneuve’s embodiment of Saint Laurent’s designs lends a sense of poignancy to her
portrayal of Séverine: the casting of this withdrawn other-worldly aristocratic beauty in the
Grace Kelly tradition as Belle de Jour, stressed the perceived debasement of this character,
whether willing or compulsory, making it all the more shocking to standard spectators embracing
moral and aesthetic prejudices in keeping with established conventions; Laura Marks alludes to
these inculcated prejudices or socio-moral biases conditioning perceptions when declaring that
“the senses are educated,” and thus “by paying attention to bodily and sensuous experience, we
will find that it is to a large degree informed by culture.”41 Buñuel relies and plays with these
notions to great effect, disrupting normalcy stereotypes and jolting sensibilities; whether
intentional or not, he cultivated and exploited cinematic semiotics fueling a dialogue between the
film and the audience by inducing revulsion and puzzlement, triggering questioning, and
challenging imposed canons of bourgeois respectability. Paradoxical by design, symbolism
contained in the novel, as well as the movie, extends to the protagonist actual name: Séverine
originally stood for stern, yet the severity of Séverine’s sexual chilliness turns out to be
superficial, limited to the layers of her fashionable carefully-culled wardrobe shrouding her
sexual proclivities belied by her prized physique and social standing.
Saint Laurent’s unique approach to fashion design was already an acknowledged
phenomenon. Many of the attires worn by Deneuve, such as the khaki-colored safari shirtdress
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(Fig. 17), and the so-called black vinyl trench coat—in reality a ciré mimicking a patent leather
material—had already been part of his earlier 1962 couture collection. Influenced by classic
Hollywood style, Saint Laurent looked back to costume designs by Adrian, Travis Banton, OrryKelly and Milo Anderson when creating his own ready-to-wear collection.42 Having formerly
vied with French haute couture in asserting its innovativeness and worth, American costume
design reemerged as a source of inspiration for this trailblazing couturier as visions of modernity
linked up, and national rivalries mutated into international reciprocality. This being said,
Deneuve’s beauty and personality further infused the designer’s clothes with a quirky air of
sophistication emanating from the actress’ own aloof, yet nontraditional lifestyle. Deeming
Deneuve “very beautiful, reserved and strange” (“muy bella, reservada y extraña”43), Buñuel
reinforced the actress’ image and the character’s idiosyncrasies. Physically prepossessing, the
outer appearance commands the attention of viewers, while shielding the cryptic inner person.
Deneuve is a human work of art sheathed in smart duds resisting the in-depth scrutiny and
pedantic justification of applied psychology so despised by Buñuel.44 Her restrained stylishness
cogently frames her exceptional physique.
An inevitable interplay arises between what is worn and who wears it; consequently, just
as fashions characterize real or fictional personalities, the latter equally inflect the former. By
crossing the border between haute couture and costume design, Saint Laurent’s creations became
increasingly identifiable, gaining visibility and marketability. In Belle de Jour, Buñuel
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Fig. 17: From left to right: Mathilde in a silky blue patterned dressing gown, Séverine in the khakicolored shirtdress, and Charlotte (played by Françoise Fabian) in a black-lace corseted négligée
incorporating a balconnet brassiere at the brothel. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria
Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler. “Style Essentials-Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22,
2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

capitalized on sartorial style, heightening the irony behind a perfectly coiffed and attired member
of elite Parisian society involved in what was traditionally perceived as sleazy behavior. Here,
the 1960s notion averred by film scholar Michael Wood claiming that “style was both surface
and depth”45 is utterly debunked, specifically when resorting to formulaic reasoning equating
conservative appearance with conservative behavior and sexuality. In this case, and in the
words of Eugenia Paulicelli: “Dressing implies a sort of masquerade that is in turn a semiotic
act.”46 Séverine’s deviant desires lurk behind a façade of natty properness.
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Deneuve’s class-coded apparel is subdued and classic in a modern way: the tailored
designs of this late sixties wardrobe proved eminently wearable for increasingly liberated and
independent working women active within male-dominated corporate, professional or academic
milieux, a reminder that 1960s second-wave feminism was paving the way to the long-term
presence, participation and mobility of women in the public domain, unlike the prior short-lived
empowerment derived from wartime expediency, swiftly truncated by prewar patriarchy redux.
The tasteful practicality of Saint Laurent’s designs jibed with contemporaneous sartorial trends
offering physical mobility and multifunctional adaptability. By the 1960s, foundation garments
were considerably less restrictive than those of the early twentieth century (the Belle Époque and
the Edwardian era), and radically less so than those worn in Western Europe from the fourteenth
to the nineteenth centuries. Despite retaining a gendered appearance, women’s clothing adopted
the streamlined look of men’s suits and military uniforms, in accordance with an active lifestyle.
Saint Laurent chose solid versus patterned textiles, thus emphasizing the geometric purity of
precise cuts iterated throughout Séverine’s wardrobe; he advocated for hemlines reaching just
above the knee, as opposed to trendy 1960s mini-skirts, for the sake of accentuating Séverine’s
dignified bearing, and securing the longevity of his designs beyond the cinematic domain.47
The English academic and film scholar Richard Dyer raised the issue of “typicality or
representativeness” as a fundamental element of stardom in his book Heavenly Bodies: Film
Stars and Society. Dyer points out that “stars relate to social types of society,” which particularly
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applies to Catherine Deneuve in this film.48 To this day, and well into her seventies, Deneuve
still embodies the timeless refinement of her quirky and elitist Belle de Jour character, having
transcended her screen image. She remained a loyal friend to and admirer of Saint Laurent until
the designer passed away in 2008. Even when expanding her wardrobe with clothing from other
designers, Deneuve adhered to the sartorial blueprint established by her Belle de Jour costume
designs: a taste for masterful tailoring and a palette suiting her coloring, enlivened by a soupçon
of rejuvenating inventiveness and whimsy.
Beyond window dressing: Buñuel problematizes moral/social conventions by overturning
codified perceptions of outward appearance and deportment
Based on the cognominal novel by Joseph Kessel (writer, journalist and member of the
Académie française) published in 1928, the screenplay for Belle de Jour was co-written by the
Spanish filmmaker Luis Buñuel (1900-1983) and Jean-Claude Carrière (1931-2021)—French
novelist, screenwriter, actor and longtime collaborator of Buñuel—, shifting the time period of
the story from the 1920s to the 1960s. Carrière stated that Belle de Jour was the first film to
directly, yet not blatantly (no scenes containing explicit sex), address the issue of female erotic
fantasies by resorting to understated symbolism indicative of the character’s evolution within the
realm of intimacy and sensuality.49 Séverine is a frustrated trophy wife married to an affluent
surgeon, Pierre Sérizy (played by Jean Sorel)—belonging to the French grande or haute
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bourgeoisie—, as well as a poster girl for burgeoning post-World War II European consumer
society, who has remained a virgin due to her frigidity. Upon discovering the existence of
clandestine brothels (the so-called maisons closes had been outlawed in France in 1946) in
conversations with friends Renée and Henri Husson (respectively played by Macha Méril and
Michel Piccoli), she is tantalized, thus seeking to break away from her sheltered life and
underwhelming routine by realizing her masochistic fantasies from two to five on weekday
afternoons at a Paris brothel fronting as a fashion house/milliner’s workshop, fictitiously located
at 11 Cité de Jean Saumur (in reality, 1 square Albin-Cachot, a small cul-de-sac in the workingclass thirteenth arrondissement). Her escapades are regimented by time and situated in an
alternate space to that of her official home life. Her sexual emancipation is contingent on being
physically forced to engage in sex, as if she were a misbehaved child punished by adults for her
unwillingness to comply with her obligations. As clearly dictated by Madame Anaïs (played by
Geneviève Page), the brothel’s madam or patronne: “You take whoever comes: old or not, lousylooking or not. You don’t have any choice.”50 Flashbacks of her being molested by a plumber as
a young girl shed further light on her troubled sexuality. Sex is an act of pleasure enhanced by
guilt and degradation. She is dubbed Belle de Jour by Madame Anaïs, as opposed to Belle de
Nuit (Lady of the Night), a moniker reserved for prostitutes plying their trade at night. Belle de
Jour is also the name of a daylily whose blooming only takes place during daytime, an image
reproduced as well as alluded to in certain scenes of the film (the coffin scene with the bouquet
of lilies, the scene under the table with Husson at the ski resort mentioning daylily seeds).
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Although Belle de Jour was not Buñuel’s first film in color, it marked the end of his
black-and-white production, and the beginning of his faithful adherence to Eastmancolor.51
Michael Woods refers to this final stage of Buñuel’s filmography as a “glossy, fashion-conscious
visual universe,” one inhabited by “stylish actors and comfortable restaurants,… distinguished
doctors, the flock of servants and receptionists… [recreating] a modernity which is thoroughly
pleased with itself, and capable of the firmest suppression of any sense of trouble and [playing]
out the cosy decline of the West.”52 This superficial composure is an act, one teetering on the
edge of collapse, inscribed within a vision of France “as a place of elegance, corruption, classconsciousness, repression and insidiously violent desire.”53
Buñuel regarded Kessel’s novel as somewhat melodramatic and corny (“un poco
folletinesca”54). His intuitive and spontaneous filmmaking style led him to forego polished and
artful technical practices and careful framing, while enriching the script with Séverine’s
daydreams in a seamless interaction of reality, memories and fantasies inhabited by elusive and
ambivalent characters. Belle de Jour was not constructed along a clearly defined sequential or
chronological plotline; discontinuity is arbitrarily introduced through non-diegetic sounds
produced by bells (carriage bells and cow bells) and cats. No distinction in filming presentation
or technique such as soft focus takes place when transitioning from reality to fantasy and viceversa. As theorized by Woods: “Narrative continuity is the virtue of small minds and can’t be
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expected of an unrepentant Surrealist.”55
Seething under a veneer of groomed performative socializing, unsatiated desires and
actions—perceived as aberrant—disrupt and defy imposed traditional heteronormative values
and a lifestyle manifesting status through conspicuous consumption. Granted, here conspicuous
consumption is very French, quality prevailing over quantity: Séverine’s choice wardrobe is
superbly curated allowing for repetitive acts of embodiment throughout the film. Yves Saint
Laurent worked closely with Buñuel ensuring the semiotic value of fashion.56 Buñuel’s brand of
surrealism acquired subtlety by interacting with elegant costume designs and appointments. In
Belle de Jour, the outward daily routine of well-heeled and sophisticated urbanites co-exists with
duplicity making for a precarious inner world, a physical and psychological acrobatic act
entwined around a fluid narrative where reality and fantasy interface resulting in the type of
disconcerting equivocation typical of Buñuel’s oeuvre.57 This aestheticized ordinariness of
everyday life provides an unsettling background for the subversive yearnings of jaded
individuals. Buñuel’s derision aimed at religious beliefs and social mores has not softened, it has
simply espoused nonchalance and gained poise.58 As in other films by Buñuel, ambiguity reveals
itself as an expedient antidote to social typecasting or ideological pigeonholing, serving to
mediate self-reinvention, counter moral dogmatism and endow human experience with versatility
and renewal. Buñuel adamantly maintained that the scenes in the brothel were part of Séverine’s
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lived experience, not mere reveries.59
In “The Memory of Touch,” Laura Marks refers to the Marxist corollary whereby the
exploitation and alienation of individuals in the service of industrial productivity also leads to the
suppression of these individual as sensual beings.60 Normalized traditional family units upheld
this capitalist socio-economic system straitjacketing women physically, emotionally, and
psychologically. This begs the following question: In which scenes is Séverine’s subjugation
greatest, in those enacting sado-masochistic fantasies with her clients, or in her role as a dutiful,
yet sexually-repressed housewife whose existence is cushioned, or rather suffocated, by oldworld bourgeois trappings? Interestingly enough, in the end she seemingly chooses the latter type
of bondage over the former, or does she? In any case, as personified by the intrinsically serene
and reserved Catherine Deneuve, Séverine’s ambivalence and hesitancy evinces empathy and
verisimilitude.
Initial scenes of Séverine and Pierre on a romantic old-fashioned horse-carriage ride in
the 19th-century tradition show the actress in a highly-saturated red, woolen tweed ensemble—a
double-breasted Eisenhower-style jacket with buttoned shoulder straps and ten frontal buttons,
over a two-tone red mid-length princess-line dress—(Fig. 18), neatly emphasizing her flawless
porcelain complexion, daintily-chiseled and classically-proportioned facial features, and thick
lustrous golden mane. Her subtle makeup and artfully-shaped eyebrows bring out her light brown
eyes, rosy lips and fine bone structure. Normally communicating energetic vibrancy and
celebratory joie de vivre in Western cultures, the red of this particular garment momentarily
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Fig. 18: Pierre and Séverine riding in a horse-drawn carriage. Observe the red ensemble.
Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA,
1968). “Style in film: Catherine Deneuve in Belle de Jour” November 30, 2011, accessed March 27,
2021,
http://classiq.me/style-in-film-catherine-deneuve-in-belle-de-jour

conveys feelings of oppression and alienation, while unleashing a synesthetic effect: the shrill
cry of despair of an imprisoned body afflicted by sexual frustration. This visual chromatic
stimulus translates into a strident sensory perception countering the otherwise bucolic natural
surroundings. At this point in time, Séverine’s milquetoast husband gently reproaches her for
being cold and distant, a shortcoming soon castigated in a shocking daydreaming sequence of
flagellation and rape directed by Pierre and implemented by coachmen. Saint Laurent suggested
the use of Velcro for this design in order to facilitate the action of ripping off the garment to
expose Deneuve’s back.61 This outfit, along with the pilgrim-style, patent-leather buckled pumps
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designed by Roger Vivier, travel throughout the film’s alternating spaces of reality and dreamlike fantasy, while bridging the gap between two of the most important male characters
representing Séverine’s unsettled sexuality: Pierre, the patient and undemanding husband, and
Marcel the demanding and domineering client/lover. When casually worn to meet Marcel, the
red jacket is entirely unbuttoned, signaling an evolution in Séverine’s disposition: the zestful
friskiness of sexual emancipation and blitheful content galvanize sweeping openness.
Tailored double-breasted military-style coats in leather, wool or vinyl are recurrent items
of clothing donned by Séverine throughout the film, evincing a closed-off stance. When riding in
a taxi with Renée Husson after a shopping trip and pursuing the discussion on brothels, a
perturbed Séverine sports a double-breasted, deep-chocolate brown leather coat with fur-trimmed
collar, pockets and cuffs, and a form-flattering rear cinch achieved through a half belt and a back
vent allowing for easy movement, further accessorized with dark-brown leather gloves and a
medium-sized handbag (Figs. 19, 20). In this scene, Renée also wears a double-breasted coat in
a lighter tawny-brown woolen fabric, and a funnel-shaped collar, equally fashionable, though
decidedly less youthful and seductive. Brown signals the muddled (and perhaps muddied)
thoughts and malaise resulting from broaching the subject of sexual practices judged as
sordid according to established social mores: once inside her apartment, Séverine drops a vase
with red roses in an act of deliberate awkwardness. Afterwards, attired in an umber-brown,
slightly-flared, sleeveless shift dress with a high yoke and a polo neckline (Fig. 21), previously
worn under the aforedescribed brown leather coat, she breaks a bottle of perfume in her modern
upmarket bathroom.
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Figs. 19 and 20: Rear and front views of Séverine in her brown leather coat outside and inside her swanky
apartment. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists
Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves
Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR,” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html
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Suggestive of the sheltered and conformist existence of an upper-crust housewife,
a sharply-defined, double-breasted, mid-length dark-gray coat (ventless with horizontal seam,
wide-set collar, shoulder straps, and sleeves ending at the wrist); black, tortoise-shell-rimmed
wraparound sunglasses, a high-crown brimless hat in ribbed black wool (an elongated-version of
the modish pillbox hat), a black frame handbag, black gloves and Vivier’s black pilgrim pumps
are assembled in fashioning Séverine’s look on her first visit to Madame Anaïs’ establishment
(Fig. 22). Ironically, sheathed in subdued outerwear and shod in sensible shoes with a puritanical
association—a look redolent of a disciplined and steadfast existence—, this standoffish woman
transitions into debauchery.
Optical images imposing a distanced perception prevail throughout the film.
Nevertheless, a rare sequence of haptic (or perhaps “quasi-haptic”) images depicting the
protagonist’s lower body as she tentatively climbs up the stairway flanked by a 1930s black
wrought-iron banister leading to the apartment housing the brothel proves revelatory (Fig. 23):
the camera zooms in on the hem of her coat, her handbag, and finally the legendary shoes—a
facetious nod to footwear fetishism—as they tread on the light-brown stair runner with red
borders, subsequently traveling to the tessellated terrazzo floor of the landing. The hesitant gait
conjointly with the disparate textures (patent leather, carpet weave, wrought-iron and the
composite material characteristic of terrazzo) underscore Séverine’s psychological state of
confusion, her discomfort and mixed feelings at the thought of engaging in moral transgression.
Wood puts a humorous spin on this sequence by noting that “these neat little shoes are on their
way to misbehave.”62 Her aristocratic reserve as represented by her buttoned-down appearance is
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Fig. 21: Séverine in her bathroom ruminating over having broken a vase and a bottle of perfume: What is
happening to me? Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied
Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of)
Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/ 2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

Fig. 22: Séverine in her dark-grey double-breasted coat headed for Madame Anaïs’ brothel.
Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA,
1968). “Style in film: Catherine Deneuve in Belle de Jour” (November 30, 2011), accessed March 27,
2021,
http://classiq.me/style-in-film-catherine-deneuve-in-belle-de-jour
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Fig. 23: Séverine’s black patent-leather pilgrim pumps treading on the terrazzo floor of one of the
landings of the apartment building housing Madame Anaïs’ brothel. Observe the variety of
sartorial/architectural textures and materials denoting French urban living. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967.
Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler,
“Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.”
GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

about to break down. Interestingly enough, in a much later scene, Marcel’s rakish, black patentleather boots become the object of Séverine’s fascination ostensibly shared with the viewer. The
brothel experience having come full circle, wearing the same coat and shoes, Séverine will quit
her job as Belle de Jour in the end.
Settled into her double life and sexually fulfilled, Séverine embraces a sassier look: a
black ciré (type of oilskin, also referred to as vinyl material by certain fashion scholars and
amateurs) trench coat with ribbed-textured, black knitted sleeves ending in black ciré cuffs, and a
narrow tied belt (Figs. 24, 25). At the brothel, one of her co-workers, Mathilde (played by Maria
Latour) admires the above-mentioned item, identifying it as an expensive “Carducci” creation,
and commenting on Séverine’s self-indulgence: On ne se refuse rien (You don’t stint yourself)!
Her wardrobe, as well as her demeanor, set her apart making her an exclusive and desirable
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Fig. 24: Séverine removing her black ciré trench coat and ribbed high-crown brimless hat in the presence
of Madame Anaïs and her two co-workers in awe of her sense of style. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle
de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style
Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor
(August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

Fig. 25: Wearing her black ciré trench coat, an elegantly coiffed and radiant Séverine walks alongside
Pierre when visiting him at the hospital. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films
(France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). “Style in film: Catherine Deneuve in Belle de Jour,”
(November 30, 2011), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://classiq.me/style-in-film-catherine-deneuve-in-belle-de-jour
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commodity at the brothel. Beaming placidity, she wears the same trench coat when visiting
Pierre at the hospital. Saint Laurent reintroduced this nifty model in other colors such as bright
yellow, establishing it as a true 1960s classic.
A despondent and melancholic mood overcomes Séverine as she walks with Pierre along
the northern French seaside, attired in a sporty, short dark brown fur coat with a high upturned
collar and frontal zipper in a rather traditional cut, paired with slim trousers in a lighter brown
corduroy fabric and black shoes (Fig. 26). On her head, she once again dons a brimless hat, one
made of leather and trimmed with fur, adorned with brass studs placed on the crown and leather
ear flaps ending in tied chin straps. Harking back to the brown leather coat with fur details, this
luxurious material once again expresses the stifling psychological and moral constraints entailed
by bourgeois respectability. On the surface, Séverine Sérizy has everything: physical beauty,
social standing, money, security and good taste. Underneath this layered front of polished
pageantry, lie unresolved feelings and unsatiated desires.
Pastel colors and whites are reserved for nightclothes, undergarments and sportswear.
Before visiting the brothel, in a pink robe and informal tousled updo, Séverine reverts to
an innocent yet inquisitive attitude when pressing Pierre about his experiences with prostitutes.
When her husband dismisses his behavior in a cavalier manner indicative of double standards by
quoting the self-serving expression “semen retentum venenum est” (“to retain one’s semen is
poisonous”), she recoils with girlish disapproval. At the brothel, Séverine’s immaculate white
push-up brassiere, underwear and garters contrast with the provocative black lingerie worn by
her co-workers (Fig. 27). Following her use of these same underclothes to perform her
professional duties chez Madame Anaïs, she burns them in her stately, marble Louis XV
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Fig. 26: Séverine in a short dark brown fur coat with a matching fur and leather brimless hat walking on
the beach. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists
Pictures (USA, 1968). “Style in film: Catherine Deneuve in Belle de Jour” (November 30, 2011),
accessed March 27, 2021,
http://classiq.me/style-in-film-catherine-deneuve-in-belle-de-jour

Fig. 27: Séverine in white undergarments and disheveled hair at the brothel. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967.
Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler,
“Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.”
GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html
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fireplace. At the ski resort, she wears a white balaclava, a cream-colored sweater with an
asymmetrical front zipper, slim black ski pants, and black leather gloves (Fig. 28). Later on, in a
restaurant located at the same ski resort, she appears in a pale yellow cable-knitted cardigan
sweater (Fig. 29). When playing tennis at an exclusive club, she wears a pristine white pleated
tennis skirt with matching polo-shirt, headband, and v-neck pullover (Fig. 30). This choice of
color signals the impending demise of her well-guarded purity.
Dresses also function as indicators of experiences and moods. As mentioned before, the
appearance of the umber-brown shift dress coincides with moments of clumsiness, angst
and indecision; in addition to the bathroom scene, Séverine is wearing this same dress when she
meets Marcel for the first time at the brothel, when Husson unsuccessfully attempts to visit her at

Fig. 28: From left to right, Séverine, Pierre and Renée strolling in the village streets of the ski resort.
Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA,
1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in
BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/ 2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html
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Fig. 29: Séverine in a pale yellow knit cardigan accompanied by Henri Husson at a ski resort. Buñuel,
Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968).
Christopher Laverty, “Belle de Jour: Sex and Alienation.” In Clothes on Film (October 13, 2009),
accessed March 27, 2021,
https://clothesonfilm.com/belle-de-jour-sex-and-alienation/

Fig. 30: Séverine in her tennis outfit approached by the devious Henri Husson. Buñuel, Luis, director.
1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968).
“Style in film: Catherine Deneuve in Belle de Jour” (November 30, 2011), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://classiq.me/style-in-film-catherine-deneuve-in-belle-de-jour
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home, and finally when Marcel inconveniently shows up at the same location. Having taken off
her coat at the brothel, the khaki-colored safari shirtdress with shoulder straps (replicating those
of the black coat), fly front zipper (facilitating expedient removal), patch pockets, chain gold belt
and shirt cuffs, functions as the second layer of protection and the last vestige of propriety (Figs.
31, 32). By stripping off this garment, Séverine in essence sheds off cumbersome decorum,
losing her virginity to the rather unsavory and rough Monsieur Adolphe (played by Francis
Blanche), a ribald provincial entrepreneur who manufactures candy and revels in cracking dirty
jokes, a personification of dumpy false bonhomie in an ill-fitting suit. This dress endured as one
of Saint Laurent’s signature pieces. In the final scene when ministering to her ailing husband, she
wears a belted black dress with contrasting white silk collar and French cuffs, and black suede
court shoes with scalloped edges by Roger Vivier (Figs. 33, 34). Has she become his humble
servant given that she is wearing the same colors as her maid? Upon seeing her, Husson remarks
“vous ressemblez à une collégienne précoce” (you look like a precocious schoolgirl). Girls’
uniforms in French Catholic schools or even orphanages were black with white collars.
Conceivably, this could be Saint Laurent’s nod to Chanel who wore this type of outfit in her
childhood, and later incorporated this combination in her designs. Sartorial inventiveness yields
to tried-and-true aesthetics in a bid for semiotic forcefulness.
Lastly, in scenes permeated by a surrealist ambience, Séverine wears two items of
clothing meriting attention: a garment resembling a classical white chiton (Fig. 35), and a sheer
black cloak (Fig 36). As part of the repertoire of oneiric excerpts of Belle de Jour, Séverine—
arms tied to the roof beam of a rustic wooden structure in a rural setting—appears draped in a
flowing white fabric in the guise of a vestal virgin ready to be sacrificed, or in this case,
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Fig. 31: Séverine taking off her coat to reveal the khaki-colored safari shirtdress at the brothel. Buñuel,
Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968).
Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE
DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

Fig. 32: Séverine with her first client, Monsieur Adolphe. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour.
Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Christopher Laverty, “Belle de Jour:
Sex and Alienation.” In Clothes on Film (October 13, 2009), accessed March 27, 2021,
https://clothesonfilm.com/belle-de-jour-sex-and-alienation/
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Fig. 33: Séverine aided by her uniformed and aproned maid. Both women are wearing black frocks with
with white collars and cuffs. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967),
Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out
of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

Fig. 34: Séverine taking care of Pierre crippled and blinded following a murder attempt perpetrated on
him by a jealous Marcel. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied
Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of)
Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor. com/ 2013/08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html
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humiliated and soiled while her husband looks on as Henri Husson hurls mud at her. Once again,
Pierre oversees the degrading and sadistic subjugation of his wife, instead of directly
participating in it: Séverine’s sexual disengagement is reciprocated by Pierre’s hands-off modus
operandi, transporting the uneasiness and avoidance of physical contact to the realm of dreams.
Séverine’s cool mien and genteel wardrobe have blocked Pierre’s direct physical access to her as
both a sexual subject and a submissive object. Once divested of her decorous duds and swanky
surroundings, effectively transgressing the boundaries of social class emblematized by indicators
of affluence, Séverine becomes physically accessible and sexually permissive. In another scene,
when servicing a client outside the brothel in an aristocratic manor house, she emerges as a
funereal bride crowned with white flowers, her nude body visible under a black transparent
veil/cloak. Resurrecting the dead daughter of the Duke (played by Georges Marchal), she is
instructed to lie in a coffin as the noblemen enacts his incestuous and necrophiliac fantasies, an
incident upsetting social mores rather than social hierarchy by exhibiting acts traditionally
labeled as deviant and sinister. Following this dumbfounding ceremony to which Séverine reacts
with a mixture of curiosity and sang froid, she is rudely and expeditiously dismissed by the
Duke’s butler.
Much like clothing, hairdos intervene in the storytelling process supplementing visual
messaging: the more structured and contained the coiffure, the more suppressed the sexual being
(Figs. 37, 38, 39, 40). Séverine generally resorts to updos when accompanied by her husband
Pierre, thus conveying an apologetic, yet evasive attitude dissembling a simmering sex drive in
want of bullish stimulation. These updos take on the form of a tousled improvised structure, a
meticulously coiffed French twist or chignon, and a voluminous pillbox-hat shape in the final
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Fig. 35: Séverine wearing the white chiton. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films
(France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Melissa Anderson, “Belle de jour: Tough Love”
(January 17, 2012), accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.criterion.com/current/posts/2121-belle-de-jour-tough-love

Fig. 36: Séverine lying in the coffin in the Duke’s manor home. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de
Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Emma Hope Allwood,“Belle de
jour: sex, S&M and Yves Saint Laurent.” In Dazed (November 10, 2015), accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.dazeddigital.com/fashion/article/28331/1/belle-de-jour-sex-sm-and-yves-saint-laurent
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scenes eliciting solemn forbearance. Buñuel paid homage to Hitchcock’s blond hair fetish, and
Kim Novak’s chignon in Vertigo (1958). At times she abandons the deftly-molded chignon,
pulling back her hair by attaching the top portion in compliance with the principles of proper
grooming suggestive of sexual temperance. When engaging in leisure/sports activities,
Séverine’s hair is pulled back or tucked into a ski hat at the ski resort, and held back with a
headband on the tennis court. Otherwise, Séverine lets her hair down both literally and
metaphorically at Madame Anaïs’ brothel.

Fig. 37: A rear view of Séverine’s high twisted chignon as she engages in conversation with Madame
Anaïs. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures
(USA, 1968). Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint
Laurent in BELLE DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/ 08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html

Fig. 38: Séverine undoing her chignon in anticipation of her first experience as Belle de Jour. Buñuel,
Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968).
Kimberly Truhler, “Style Essentials--Catherine Deneuve In (and Out of) Yves Saint Laurent in BELLE
DE JOUR.” GlamAmor (August 22, 2013), accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.glamamor.com/2013/ 08/style-essentials-catherine-deneuve-in.html
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Fig. 39: Séverine in the nude with her expertly-styled loose hair as she removes her stockings at Marcel’s
behest. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures
(USA, 1968). Anne Billson, “Don’t let the cats out: Some thoughts about Belle de Jour.” The Anne
Billson blog. Multiglom (Nov. 5, 2019), accessed March 27, 2021,
https://multiglom.com/2019/11/05/dont-let-the-cats-out-some-thoughts-about-belle-de-jour/

Fig. 40: Séverine with her hair styled in a large sleek high bun. Her image in this last sequence strongly
contrast with that presented in Fig. 39 just above. Buñuel, Luis, director. 1967. Belle de Jour. Valoria
Films (France, 1967), Allied Artists Pictures (USA, 1968). Belle de Jour (1967) Photo Gallery, no. 47,
accessed March 27, 2021,
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0061395/mediaviewer/rm350716417/
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Conclusion
Contemporary, and for the most part eminently wearable, film noir fashion exceeded the
visual medium of cinema. With the exception of certain risqué outfits (i.e. Trevor’s revealing
midriff-baring white outfit in her first scene in Murder, My Sweet), or prohibitively costly
textiles and outlandish accessories, many film noir styles and looks lent themselves to being
copied by middle, and even urban working class women (i.e. the infamous Veronica Lake peeka-boo hairstyle briefly adopted by women working in munitions factories and other heavy
industries, only to be abandoned by them, as well as the actress herself, due to its perilous and
impractical nature) with jobs yielding varying degrees of financial autonomy.63 Costume designs
such as those created by Rhodes, and later on by Saint Laurent, traversed the screen, transferring
styles and meanings to mainstream culture. Fluid and experimental, film noir costume design
references American notions of femininity and femaleness in flux throughout the 1940s.
Costume design is one of the main semiotic contributors to the fashioning of mood,
character and atmosphere in movies in general, and in the film noir genre in particular. The
actresses donning and vitalizing these clothes add yet another level of meaning and stylistic
dimension to the construction of composite signifiers merging animate elements in the form of
human physiognomy, personality and demeanor, with inanimate ones such as garments,
accessories, hairdos and makeup. The visual and linguistic restrictions imposed by The Motion
Picture Production Code (also known as the Hays Code) adopted in 1930, fueled the creativity of
both script writers and costume designers in an effort to astutely and artfully circumvent these
stultifying normative constraints, while unveiling the latent tensions, doubts and distress of
______________________________________________________________________________
63. Melissa McEuen. Making War, Making Women: Femininity and Duty on the American
Home Front, 1941-1945. University of Georgia Press, 2011.
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American 1940s urban spaces depicted through the film noir genre.
Film noir female protagonists are usually ruthlessly driven or staunchly determined,
relentlessly pursuing material gain, emotional security or some form of happiness or personal
satisfaction; the notorious femme fatale became a vehicle of female agency questioning and
threatening ingrained conceits of patriarchal dominance. They personified women endowed with
a vigorous go-getting impetus countering the faltering assertiveness and gumption of men
damaged psychologically and physically by war and existential uncertainty, and assailed by
feelings of inadequacy and deracination due to the prevalent presence and consequential
contributions of these same women on the home front. The sartorial semiotics of film noir
costume design offer invaluable insight into the dialectic interface between American femininity
and femaleness constructs in force during the momentous decade of the 1940s, and rising female
agency threatening longstanding androcentric ideologies and interests. Whereas male characters
shield themselves by adopting a jaded and cynical stoicism ultimately failing to protect them
from blunders and betrayals, female characters fearlessly perform their frailties and strengths
through their fashionably clad, lean or curvaceous bodies further sculpted by the visual effects of
chiaroscuro noir lighting. In response, the angular monolithic silhouettes of the male physique as
clothed in drape-cut suits replicate the impenetrable massive solidity of impregnable bunkers
seeking to redeem and entrench male privilege, and keep at bay an increasingly proactive and
self-reliant female population.
By contrast, the inclusion and presentation of costuming in Belle de Jour is less
straightforward, eliciting an oblique and cynical interpretation acknowledging ironies arising
from the ambiguities and dualities of human nature: Buñuel impugns common preconceptions
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whereby a well-turned-out and well-mannered housewife enacts bourgeois respectability,
including the observance of socially-sanctioned sexuality within the bounds of marriage. Moral
transgression remains active—further animated by the childlike insouciance displayed by
Séverine, despite her momentary apprehensiveness at the thought of her behavior being revealed
to her trusting and gallant husband Pierre—behind a mask of fabricated and fashioned
urbanity based on widely-held social dictates. Physiognomy is itself a form of material culture
in which physical traits (features, coloring, body type and hairstyle) are subject to aesthetic
valuations or devaluations based on tendentious parameters imposed and perpetuated by the
ruling interests. De facto, the wearer is just as visually relevant as the wardrobe, compellingly
contributing to the compositional aesthetics of a scene as part of an indoor décor or outdoor
scenery. Instead of defusing human flaws by providing attractive specimens, Buñuel neither
glorified nor suffused comeliness with virtue or intelligence, nor did he exempt it from overt
turpitude. He disrupted platitudinous assumptions equating winsomeness to goodness, and
resorted to a seditious dichotomic parable: a conventionalized glamourous shell provided by
Deneuve’s stunning physique enclosing an inner world inhabited by base instincts and impulses
anathema to bourgeois morality and traditional concepts of decorum, resulting in a stirring
iconoclastic work crafted by means of deliberate sartorial choices and surrealist techniques. It is
precisely dissenting or differing cinematic approaches in presenting and capitalizing on material
culture that enrich our visual universe, while informing, updating and enlivening our
conversation on all things human. A sharper reading of sartorial semiotics enables viewers to
deepen their gaze and intensify their pleasure by rediscovering the intricate texture of a film as
evinced through costume design.
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In clothing created for movies, the costume designer is the writer, the actress (or actor) is
both page and editor, and the filmed scenes are readable texts susceptible to differing
interpretations on the part of spectators who are themselves varyingly conditioned by particular
temporal, spatial, cultural and epistemic contexts. Costume is key to decoding characters,
undercurrents and nuances. It functions within a regime of indexicality containing contrasts and
analogies allowing for a conversation between material components (costume, set design) and
dramatized human agency/performativity, the latter prescribed by roles/scripts and honed by
actresses/actors. As stated by veteran costume designer Ann Roth, “things are words”64; thus,
costume design is a rich, captivating and interactive language whose discourse transpires among
the following interlocutors: the designer devising the garment, the different craftspeople piecing
it together, the actress/actor wearing and embodying it, the cinematographer capturing and
transmitting it, and finally the audience perceiving it and making sense of it as part of the
multiform communication apparatus intrinsic to the art and medium of film.

______________________________________________________________________________
64. Roth, Ann. The costume designer Ann Roth speaking at The Crafts of Cinema: Costume
Design (Mestieri del Cinema), a master class held at Elebash Recital Hall at the Graduate Center
on October 21, 2019 in the ‘Italian Cinema CUNY’(IC-CUNY: https://iccuny.commons.gc.cuny.
edu/).
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